
  

Extra points if you capitalize each random sentence (not each word) and 
end it with a random punctuation character.

Details

Goal
Captain Crunchneck has a secret text file (containing instructions regarding his upcoming pirate raid) that 
he wants to hide. He has chosen to take the security by obscurity approach and hide the lone text file amid 
a group of bogus text files in plain sight.

Write a program that generates a random number of text files containing random words from a dictionary 
or wordlist.

Captain Crunchneck's
Programming Challenge

Random Text Files
 Python 3

• All files must be stored in a dedicated subdirectory. Your program must create one.
• Linux contains a built-in dictionary, or you may supply your own wordlist. Your choice.
• Each text file must contain a realistic number of words to make the text file 1K to 100K in size (no greater 

than 100K per file), and all words must be separated by spaces. 
• Each empty file, file under 1K, or greater than 100K in size will lose one point.
• Create 5 – 25 random text files. Actual number of files varies within this range. Chosen at random.
• Each file must have  a unique filename consisting of one to three words from a dictionary or wordlist, and 

the filename extension must be .txt. Replace all whitespace and illegal filename characters with underscores.
• The generated sentences will likely consist of humorous nonsense. This is fine!
• Finally: Manually write the real text file with whatever silly nonsense you like. Your program must copy 

that file to the subdirectory of bogus text files. It should blend in with the other filenames and file sizes that 
your program generated. If the real file is conspicuous, then you lose points. The goal is to blend in!


